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Multidomain Diagnosis of End-to-End Service
Failures in Hierarchically Routed Networks
Malgorzata Steinder, Member, IEEE, and Adarshpal S. Sethi, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Probabilistic inference was shown effective in the nondeterministic diagnosis of end-to-end service failures when applied in
a centralized management system where the manager possesses a global knowledge of the system structure and state. Since many
networks are organized into multiple administrative domains that may be unable to share configuration and state information, these
centralized techniques are not applicable to them. This paper proposes a fault localization technique suitable for multidomain networks
with hierarchical routing. The proposed technique divides the computational effort and system knowledge among multiple,
hierarchically organized managers. Each manager performs fault localization in the domain it manages and requires only the
knowledge of its own domain. We show through simulation that the proposed approach not only improves the feasibility of fault
localization in multidomain networks, but also increases the effectiveness of probabilistic diagnosis and makes it realizable in networks
of considerable size.
Index Terms—Distributed fault localization, probabilistic inference.
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INTRODUCTION

E

ND-TO-END connectivity in a given protocol layer is
frequently provided through a sequence of intermediate
nodes such as bridges in the data-link layer or routers in the
network layer. Communication problems between a pair of
these nodes may cause disruption on one or more end-toend paths provided using the failing node-to-node link. For
example, a malfunctioning interface of a router may cause
bit errors or high packet loss rate to be observed on one or
more end-to-end paths that are routed over the affected
interface. These end-to-end problems propagate to higher
system layers causing various application-level events, e.g.,
aborted transactions, session timeouts, abnormal delays,
etc. Therefore, it is important that node-to-node problems,
both availability and performance-related ones, be identified quickly and accurately. Unfortunately, node-to-node
failures can often not be detected directly by monitoring
node-to-node connectivity. This is due to the fact that
certain failure conditions cannot be monitored on a node-tonode basis either because there is no appropriate monitoring mechanism or because of the associated overhead.
Moreover, an end-to-end service user frequently does not
have the administrative authority allowing her to monitor
node-to-node connectivity. In these situations, node-tonode problems have to be identified by correlating
indications of end-to-end disorder.
This paper adopts a service-oriented view of the network
[7], in which end-to-end or node-to-node connectivity
between two nodes in a given protocol layer is considered
a service provided by this layer to higher layers. End-to-end
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service between nodes a and b is implemented using (i.e.,
depends on) a set of node-to-node services between
neighboring nodes on a path from a to b.
Diagnosis of end-to-end network service failures [20] is a
subtask of fault localization [8], [12], [21], [22] that isolates
node-to-node services responsible for availability or performance problems experienced by end-to-end services. In
our previous work [20], [19], we investigated an application
of probabilistic reasoning to end-to-end service failure
diagnosis and proposed algorithms, which were shown
effective in the diagnosis of end-to-end service failures in
networks composed of tens of nodes. In addition, they
proved to be resilient against lost and spurious symptoms
and to be insensitive to the inaccuracies of the probabilistic
FPM [20], [19].
Today’s networks are frequently composed of multiple
domains, each with a different organization and management policy. The algorithms proposed in [19], [20] are
difficult to apply to such big multidomain topologies. They
exhibit shortcomings typical of any centralized management scheme, which include infeasibility, inefficiency,
inflexibility, insecurity, and unreliability.
This paper introduces a multidomain fault-localization
technique, which increases the admissible network size by
an order of magnitude by taking advantage of the domain
semantics of communication systems. The proposed technique divides the computational effort and system knowledge involved in end-to-end service-failure diagnosis
among multiple hierarchically organized managers. Each
manager is responsible for fault localization within the
network domain it governs and reports to a higher-level
manager that oversees and coordinates the fault-localization
process of multiple domains. With this organization, the
technique is suitable for the distributed diagnosis of end-toend service failures in hierarchically routed networks. The
paper is an extended version of [18].
Distributed fault localization has been recognized as an
important objective of fault management systems [4], [11],
[22], but few such distributed techniques have actually been
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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proposed. A theoretical foundation for the design of such
systems has been laid by Bouloutas et al. [4] and Katzela
et al. [10], who investigate different schemes of noncentralized fault localization: decentralized and distributed
schemes. The technique proposed in this paper has properties of both these schemes. Similar to the decentralized
scheme [10], we envision a hierarchy of managers with a
central manager making the final fault determination.
Unlike the decentralized scheme, however, higher-level
managers not only arbitrate among solutions proposed by
lower-level managers, but also participate in the actual fault
determination by proposing their own hypotheses composed of network faults that cannot be identified by the
lower-level managers.
Our goal in this paper is to find a solution to end-to-end
service failure diagnosis in a multidomain network while
addressing the problems of failure propagation among
domains and the lack of global knowledge. We recognize
that various probabilistic reasoning mechanisms may be
used by managers. Therefore, we aim at presenting a generic
technique of decomposing the problem of end-to-end
service failure diagnosis into multiple smaller subproblems.
This decomposition complies with the domain semantics of
the communication systems. The resulting technique may
then be specialized for a variety of such probabilistic
reasoning mechanisms. We also aim at showing two
specializations of the generic technique tailored toward the
iterative belief updating [20] and incremental hypothesis
updating [19] as probabilistic reasoning mechanisms.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, the
motivation behind multidomain fault localization is discussed. In Section 3, an outline of a multidomain fault
localization technique for hierarchically routed networks is
proposed. A distributed fault propagation model is proposed in Section 4 and a multidomain fault localization
algorithm is presented in Section 5. In Section 6, a
multidomain algorithm based on event-driven belief updating [20] is introduced. In Section 7, a multidomain
algorithm derived from incremental hypothesis updating
[19] is proposed. Section 8 presents results of the simulation
study conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
multidomain techniques.

2

PROBABILISTIC DIAGNOSIS
SERVICE FAILURES

OF

END-TO-END

When connectivity between nodes a and b in a given
network layer is achieved through a sequence of intermediate nodes, we say that the service of end-to-end
communication between hosts a and b provided by this
layer to higher layers is implemented in terms of multiple
services of node-to-node communication between subsequent hops on the path from node a to node b. A failure of a
node-to-node service, such as excessive delay, high packet
loss rate, erroneous packet transmission, or total loss of
connectivity, propagates to an end-to-end service implemented using the failing node-to-node service. How a
specific failure of a node-to-node service affects a dependent end-to-end service is decided by the communication
protocol used in the given layer. For example, when the
protocol implements an error detection mechanism, erroneous output produced by a node-to-node service results in
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data loss in a dependent end-to-end service. When the
protocol does not implement an error detection mechanism,
erroneous output produced by a node-to-node service does
not affect the data loss rate of a dependent end-to-end
service. Instead, erroneous output will be observed.
The problem of end-to-end service failure diagnosis is to
identify the set of node-to-node service failures that are the
most probable causes of the observed end-to-end disorder
based on the information on causal relationships between
node-to-node and end-to-end service failures provided in
the form of a fault propagation model (FPM). The FPM for
end-to-end service failure diagnosis is a bipartite causality
graph in which parentless nodes (called link nodes)
represent node-to-node service failures (faults) and childless nodes (called path nodes) represent end-to-end service
failures (symptoms). Each node-to-node or end-to-end
service may have multiple link or path nodes that
correspond to different types of failures. Since causal
relationships between node-to-node and end-to-end service
failures are difficult to determine due to their dynamic and
unpredictable nature, the FPM is a probabilistic one, in
which each link node is labeled with the probability of the
corresponding fault’s independent occurrence and causal
edges between link nodes and path nodes are weighted with
the probability of the causal implication between corresponding faults and symptoms.
Fig. 1c shows a partial FPM for a sample multidomain
network in Fig. 1a which is based on routing information in
Fig. 1b. For brevity and clarity, only a subset of all possible
link and path failures is shown. Paths are denoted by rha; bi,
where a and b are network routers that are closest to end
hosts. Links are denoted by lha; bi.
In this paper, we denote by S and F the set of all possible
end-to-end service failures (symptoms) and the set of all
possible node-to-node service failures (faults), respectively.
The set of all observed symptoms is denoted by S O . In the
process of fault localization, each observed symptom is
mapped into the corresponding path node of the FPM. Endto-end service diagnosis correlates all observed symptoms
to isolate one or more responsible faults, i.e., link failures.
Distributed fault localization has been recognized as an
important objective of fault management systems [14, 91,
173]. Its goal is to divide the system knowledge and
computational effort among multiple managers. Distributed
fault localization alleviates the problems associated with
centralized systems, but it is significantly more difficult to
achieve due to the following reasons:
.

.

Failure propagation among domains: Symptoms of a
fault which occurred in one domain may be
observed in other domains. In fact, it is possible
that a fault is not at all detected in the domain in
which it occurred.
A lack of global information about the system
structure and state: A symptom diagnosis is complicated because not all of its possible causes are
visible in a domain in which the symptom was
observed. For example, when diagnosing highlatency of communication to a particular destination,
the manager of the origin does not have a complete
knowledge of the state of all network links that are
used by paths from the origin to the destination.
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Fig. 1. The construction of an FPM for an example network. The FPM models only one failure type per path or link. It assumes that all routes are
bidirectional. Necessarily, only subsets of possible links and paths are shown. (a) Network. (b) Routes. (c) Fault propagation model.

For example, a failing interface of router 10 in Fig. 1a
may cause bit errors to be introduced into packets
forwarded from this router to router 8. This failure may
remain unobserved in domain D2 if there are no end users
of the failing link in this domain. Instead, increased packet
loss or error rates will be observed, for example, by users in
LAN 1, which is connected to the network via router 5 in
domain D1 when they try to establish sessions to hosts in
LAN 3 in domain D3 .
These issues are resolved by allowing managers to
cooperate to reach the solution. The technique introduced
in this paper defines the scope of each manager’s knowledge to cover only the domain it manages. It also proposes a
hierarchical algorithm that allows the managers to reach a
consensus diagnosis of symptoms observed by each of
them. The managers do not need to reveal to each other the
complete information of the topology and state of domains
they govern nor do they need to give each other access to
their devices. The only data they communicate involves
certain aggregate probability values.
As an example, let us consider a failure of end-to-end
path between hosts located in LAN 1 and LAN 3. This
failure will be first reported to the manager of domain D1 ,
which is unable to diagnose the problem since the path is
not completely contained within D1 . In the hierarchical
solution, D1 delegates the diagnosis of the failed path to a
higher level manager. The higher level manager recognizes
that the communication problem between domains D1 and
D3 may be caused by failures located in D1 , D2 , or D3 or by a
failure of links between these domains. The higher level
manager splits the end-to-end path failure into segments
contained in domains D1 , D2 , or D3 and reports these
segments to the managers of the respective domains as

possible symptoms. The lower-level managers correlate
these external symptoms with their internally observed
symptoms. At the end, they report the probability that the
end-to-end path failure is in fact caused in their domain.
This allows the higher-level manager to pinpoint the
responsible domain or interdomain link. If the failure is
caused inside a lower-level domain, the manager of the
domain is responsible for identifying the fault precisely.
The technique proposed in this paper is not a complete
fault localization algorithm as it relies on the prior existence
of some centralized fault localization algorithm capable of:
analyzing each symptom si 2 S in an event driven
manner and
. at any time in the process of fault localization,
providing the probability that a fault exists or does
not exist in the system based on evidence (symptoms) observed thus far.
Algorithms proposed in [20], [19] are examples of
algorithms that meet these criteria. In the following
sections, centralized algorithm functions that deliver functionality listed above are named inferenceðsi Þ, P robðfj Þ, and
P robð:fj Þ, respectively. The proposed technique shows
how these centralized algorithms may be used in a
hierarchical fashion to allow multiple managers to reach
a consensus explanation of the set of observed symptoms.
.

3

MULTIDOMAIN APPROACH TO END-TO-END
SERVICE FAILURE DIAGNOSIS

In this section, we introduce a multidomain approach to the
probabilistic diagnosis of end-to-end service failures in
hierarchically organized networks.
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TABLE 1
Notation Used in the Paper

We introduce the notation presented in Table 1.
Although the technique proposed in this paper may be
applied in networks with multiple levels of the hierarchy,
for simplicity, we focus on a two-level architecture.
Consequently, we use N and Di to denote the entire
network and its subdomain, respectively. At the root of the
management hierarchy, we position a network manager
NM, which oversees and coordinates the operation of
domain managers DMi .
Furthermore, the technique presented in this paper
allows multiple types of failures to be associated with each
path and link. However, for clarity, we will assume that
only one failure type may be associated with a path or a
link. Consequently, we use symbol rhnp1 ; npm i to represent
both a path and its observable failure (symptom). Correspondingly, we use symbol lhnk ; nl i to represent both a link
and its failure (fault). Similarly, we use symbol Rhi; ji to
denote both a set of end-to-end paths and a symptom
associated with it, where symptom Rhi; ji occurs if at least
one symptom rhnp1 ; npm i 2 Rhi; ji occurs.
For an end-to-end path rhnp1 ; npm i consisting of links
lhnp1 ; np2 i; . . . ; lhnpm1 ; npm i, we define the following concepts:
Definition 1. Path rhnp1 ; npm i traverses Di if and only if there
exists npj 2 Di . Path rhnp1 ; npm i is an intradomain path in
Di if each npj belongs to Di . Path rhnp1 ; npm i that traverses Di
but is not an intradomain path in Di is an interdomain path
with respect to Di .
Definition 2. Let path rhnp1 ; npm i be an interdomain path with
respect to Dl . Let Di and Dj be domains such that np1 2 Di
and npm 2 Dj . Node npk 2 Dl such that 1 < k  m and
npk1 2
= Dl is an ingress gateway from Di to Dj in Dl and is
l
denoted by Ii;j
. Similarly, node npn 2 Dl such that 1  n < m
and npnþ1 2
= Dl is an egress gateway from Di to Dj in Dl and is
l
denoted by Ei;j
(Fig. 2). When routes are bidirectional, for any
l
l
l
l
i,j, and l, Ii;j Ej;i
¼ Gli;j and Ij;i
¼ Ei;j
¼ Glj;i .

Management domains are either disjoint or allinclusive, i.e., for any Di and Dj , either Di \ Dj ¼ ;
or Di ¼ Dj .
2. No path enters the same domain more than once,
i.e., for any path rhnp1 ; npm i consisting of links
lhnp1 ; npm i; . . . ; lhnpm1 ; npm i, if dðnpi Þ 6¼ dðnpiþ1 Þ, then
for all j, such that m > j > i þ 1, dðnpj Þ 6¼ dðnpi Þ.
We also make a simplifying assumption that all end-to-end
paths that begin in domain Di end in domain Dj , and those
that traverse domain Dl enter Dl through the same node, i.e., if
rhnp1 ; npm i and rhnq1 ; nqn i are two paths that traverse links
lhnp1 ; npm i; . . . ; lhnpm1 ; npm i and lhnq1 ; nq2 i; . . . ; lhnqn1 ; nqn i, respectively, such that np1 ; nq1 2 Di , npm ; nqn 2 Dj , and both
paths traverse domain Dl , then for npt and nqs such that
l
npt1 ; nqs1 2
= Dl and npt ; nqs 2 Dl , npt ¼ nqs ¼ Ii;j
. In addition,
rhnp1 ; npm i and rhnq1 ; nqn i leave Di through the same node, i.e.,
for npt and nqs such that npt ; nqs 2 Dl and nptþ1 ; nqsþ1 2
= Dl ,
l
npt ¼ nqs ¼ Ei;j
. This assumption restricts the applicability
of our solution to networks without multipath routing. It is
not difficult to extend the proposed solution such that
multipath routing is allowed. However, for the sake of
clarity, we shall not attempt this extension in this paper.
The proposed solution requires that each DM has the
minimum knowledge necessary for fault diagnosis, i.e., it
is able to obtain topology and routing information only in
the domain it directly manages. Thus, DMi is aware of
link lhnk ; nl i if and only if both nk and nl belong to Di ,
whereas NM is aware of link lhnk ; nl i if and only if
lhnk ; nl i is a link between Di and Dj and nodes nk and nl
are egress and ingress gateways in Di and Dj , respectively. Consequently, NM is able to transform any path
rhnp1 ; npm i that traverses domains Dl1 ; . . . ; Dlk into a
sequence of intradomain path segments and links
1.

Definition 3. Let path rhnp1 ; npm i such that np1 2 Di and npm 2
l
l
Dj be an interdomain path with respect to Dl . Path rhIi;j
; Ei;j
i
is called an intra-Dl segment of path rhnp1 ; npm i (Fig. 2).
In the presented technique, we rely on the following
properties of the hierarchical networks:

Fig. 2. Definition of a path segment, and ingress and egress gateways.
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Fig. 3. Transformation of an end-to-end path into a sequence of interdomain links and intradomain path segments.
lk
rhnp1 ; Ell11;lk i, lhEll11;lk ; Ill12;lk i, rhIll12;lk ; Ell12;lk i; . . . ; lhEll1k1
;lk ; Il1 ;lk i, and
rhIll1k;lk ; npm i (Fig. 3). Moreover, DMi is able to obtain a
complete route for each end-to-end path rhnk ; nl i such that
dðnk Þ ¼ dðnl Þ ¼ i, but it cannot obtain the topology and
routing information for any parts of the network located
outside of Di . Consequently, DMi is unable to determine
either a complete route or a path-segment sequence for
any path that is interdomain with respect to Di .

4

DISTRIBUTED FAULT PROPAGATION MODEL

In the multidomain solution, the fault propagation model
(FPM) of the entire network is distributed among DMs.
Each manager maintains a part of the distributed FPM that
represents the manager’s knowledge of the system structure. An FPM built by DMi is a bipartite causality graph
with end-to-end and node-to-node service failures at the
heads and at the tails of the edges, respectively, similar to
the model described in Section 2. However, in the multidomain approach, the FPM of DMi includes failures of only
these end-to-end paths and node-to-node links that are
entirely located in Di . Similarly, the FPM of NM includes
failures of links that join different domains of N . Failures of
links that are completely contained in domains of N but
which may affect end-to-end paths that span multiple
domains are not explicitly included in the FPM of NM but
are represented in it by proxy fault nodes, called P -nodes.
Similarly, failures located outside Di that may result in an
observation of a symptom corresponding to an end-to-end
path located in Di are represented in the FPM of DMi by
proxy fault nodes, called P~-nodes. Thus, the FPM built by
DMi has the same structure as in the centralized approach,
but its scope is smaller and the interpretation of some of the
nodes is different.

4.1 Fault Propagation Model of NM
Let us consider path rhnp1 ; npm i that traverses domains
Dl1 ; . . . ; Dlk . Recall that NM transforms this path into
a sequence of intradomain path segments and links
lk
rhnp1 ; Ell11;lk i, lhEll11;lk ; Ill12;lk i, rhIll12;lk ; Ell12;lk i; . . . ; lhEll1k1
;lk ; Il1 ;lk i, and

rhIll1k;lk ; npm i (Fig. 3). In its FPM, NM has to represent the fact
that a failure of end-to-end path rhnp1 ; npm i may be caused
by failures of one or more of these links and path segments.
This can be achieved by creating a symptom node
representing path rhnp1 ; npm i and fault nodes representing
failures of its corresponding links and intradomain path
segments. However, we can observe that, with the exception of rhnp1 ; Ell11;lk i and rhIll1k;lk ; npm i, all paths that begin in
Dl1 and end in Dlk are transformed into the same sequence
of intradomain path segments and links. (This follows from
the hierarchical routing assumption.) Therefore, we can
simplify the FPM by creating a single symptom node
labeled Rhl1 ; lk i (Fig. 4) that represents all paths that begin
in Dl1 and end in Dlk . For any such path rhnp1 ; npm i, we say
that node Rhl1 ; lk i represents symptom rhnp1 ; npm i in the
FPM of NM. Symptom Rhl1 ; lk i occurs when a failure of at
least one path that begins in Dl1 and ends in Dlk , e.g.,
rhnp1 ; npm i, occurs.
The failure of rhnp1 ; npm i may be caused by a failure of
one or more interdomain links or links located in domains
traversed by rhnp1 ; npm i. Yet, NM can only identify interdomain links and intradomain path segments of rhnp1 ; npm i.
Hence, failures located in domains traversed by rhnp1 ; npm i
are represented by NM in its FPM using proxy nodes,
which are created for each domain as follows:
.

.

.

i
, we
For every ingress gateway node in Di , Il;i
i
create node P hIl;i ; i that represents the set of
i
. We write that
intra-Di paths that begin in node Il;i
i
i
P hIl;i ; i ¼ frhIl;i ; nr ijnr 2 Di g.
i
, we create
For every egress gateway node in Di , Ei;k
i
i that represents the set of intra-Di
node P h; Ei;k
i
paths that end in node Ei;k
. We write that
i
i
P h; Ei;k i ¼ frhnr ; Ei;k ijnr 2 Di g.
i
Moreover, for each pair of gateway nodes Il;k
i
i
i
and El;k , we create node P hIl;k ; El;k i that reprei
i
; El;k
i, i.e.,
sents the intra-Di path segment rhIl;k
i
i
i
i
P hIl;k ; El;k i ¼ frhIl;k ; El;k ig.

Besides, the FPM of NM includes fault nodes corresponding to interdomain links. In the FPM of NM, symptom

Fig. 4. Construction of the FPM for NM including P -nodes representing domains.
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node rhl1 ; lk i is connected to nodes P h; Ell11;lk i, lhEll11;lk ; Ill12;lk i,
lk
lk
P hIll12;lk ; Ell12;lk i; . . . ; lhEll1k1
;lk ; Il1 ;lk i, and P hIl1 ;lk ; i (Fig. 4). Overall, the FPM of NM contains multiple such symptom nodes
for all pairs of domains in N . These symptom nodes are
connected to overlapping sets of fault and P -nodes. Thus,
the FPM of NM is a connected bipartite graph.
The final step in the creation of the FPM for NM is
assigning prior failure probabilities to P -nodes and conditional probabilities to causal edges between P -nodes and
symptom nodes. Conditional probabilities between P -nodes
and symptom nodes do not have any intuitive interpretation. The approach chosen in this paper assigns all
conditional probabilities between P -nodes and symptom
nodes to 1. The strength with which faults located in subdomains influence failures of paths that span multiple
domains is modeled using prior failure probabilities
assigned to P -nodes. P -nodes do not have real-life correspondents, either, since they are synthetic elements. As a
result, their prior failure probabilities cannot be either
assigned by an expert or learned through system observation, as it is the case with ordinary fault nodes. In addition,
P -nodes represent failures located in other domains and
their prior failure probabilities change during the process of
fault localization. Thus, prior failure probabilities associated
i
i
i
i
; i, P h; Ei;k
i, and P hIl;k
; El;k
i in the FPM
with P -nodes P hIl;i
of NM must be calculated by the multidomain technique
based on the state of the fault localization process in Di .
Since this state is not accessible to NM, the probabilities
have to be calculated by DMi . The process in which it is
done is discussed in Section 5.

4.2 Fault Propagation Model of a DM
As stated at the beginning of Section 4, the FPM built by
DMi includes all intra-Di paths and links, i.e., all the
information contained in the centralized model of Di . Such
a model is sufficient for the diagnosis of symptoms
observed in Di , but it is not sufficient for the diagnosis of
symptoms DMi receives from NM. In the hierarchical fault
management solution presented in this paper, diagnosis of
a path failure is delegated up and down the management
hierarchy until managers of all domains traversed by the
path are notified. In particular, NM may delegate to DMi a
part of a task involved in the diagnosis of path rhnp1 ; npm i
that traverses Di . In this case, DMi will be notified about a
failure of its intradomain path that constitutes the intra-Di
path segment of rhnp1 ; npm i. Observe that this notification
does not mean that the intra-Di path has necessarily failed.
It only indicates a possibility of this segment’s failure, since
rhnp1 ; npm i could have been caused by its path-segment or
link that is not located in domain Di . Thus, symptoms
received by DM from NM are typically associated with a
high degree of uncertainty, i.e., they are likely to be
spurious. In our previous work [20], we showed that
spurious symptoms may be modeled by introducing extra
fault nodes.
Let rhnr ; nt i be an intra-Di symptom received by DMi
from NM in the process of diagnosing a failure of
interdomain path rhnp1 ; npm i. To model the possibility that
rhnr ; nt i is spurious in the FPM of DMi , we create a proxy
fault node, called P~-node, that represents all possible causes
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Fig. 5. Definition of proxy nodes in the FPM of DMi . (a) i ¼ l. (b) i ¼ k.
(c) i 6¼ k and i 6¼ l.

of rhnr ; nt i that are not located in Di . Observe that, since
path rhnr ; nt i constitutes a segment of an interdomain path,
at least one of nodes nr , nt is a gateway node in Di . Let l and
k be identifiers of domains that contain nodes np1 and npm ,
respectively. Consider three possible cases:
i
i
¼ Ei;k
(Fig. 5a).
i ¼ l, and in consequence, nt ¼ El;k
i
i and connect it to rhnr ; nt i.
We create node P~h; Ei;k
i
i
¼ Il;i
(Fig. 5b).
. i ¼ k, and in consequence, nr ¼ Il;k
i
We create node P~hIl;i ; i and connect it to rhnr ; nt i.
i
and
. i 6¼ l and i 6¼ k, and in consequence, nr ¼ Il;k
i
i
i
~
nt ¼ El;k (Fig. 5c). We create node P hIl;k ; El;k i and
connect it to rhnr ; nt i.
Observe that each P~-node P~h; E i i, P~hI i ; i, or

.

i;k

l;i

i
i
; El;k
i in the FPM of DMi corresponds to P -node
P~hIl;k
i
i
i
i
; i, or P hIl;k
; El;k
i, respectively, in the FPM
P h; Ei;k i, P hIl;i
of NM. Similar to what we did in the case of NM,
conditional probabilities on edges between P~-nodes and
symptom nodes in the FPM of DMi are set to 1, while prior
failure probabilities assigned to P~-nodes in the FPM of DMi
are calculated by NM and sent to DMi together with
reported symptoms. In fact, in the FPM of DMi , P~-nodes can
be created dynamically when corresponding symptoms are
reported by the NM.
Illustrative examples of FPMs built by the NM and
DMs as well as an example of the algorithm usage are
given in [17].

5

MULTIDOMAIN FAULT LOCALIZATION ALGORITHM

In this section, we present an outline of a multidomain fault
localization algorithm, which may be refined to be used
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with various inferencing mechanisms. In the pseudocode in
Section 5.2, parts of the algorithm that need to be
specialized for different probabilistic reasoning mechanisms are underlined.
The multidomain fault localization algorithm proceeds in
three phases performed by every DM and NM: 1) model
initialization, 2) symptom analysis, and 3) fault selection. In
the initialization phase (see Algorithm MDA), the model is
reset by assigning prior failure probabilities to proxy nodes.
In our implementation, these probabilities are set to 0 in the
FPM of NM, while in the FPM of DM, no P~-nodes exist at
the beginning and, therefore, no assignment is needed.
Symptom-analysis and fault-selection phases progress by
traversing the hierarchy of managers in a bottom-up or topdown manner, where bottom-up and top-down indicate the
direction of the information flow. Processing performed by
DM or NM is triggered by a symptom arrival or by a message
received from NM or DM, respectively. For the clarity of
presentation, in the pseudocode of Algorithm MDA, we use
function calls to indicate the exchange of information
between managers. In the distributed implementation, the
function calls should be implemented by asynchronous
message exchange rather than RPC-style invocations.

5.1 Symptom Analysis Phase
The symptom analysis phase is executed for every received
alarm that indicates a failure of an end-to-end path between
two nodes. This alarm can be received either by NM or DM.
DM can start the symptom analysis only if the entire failed
path belongs to its domain. If DM is not able to diagnose
the symptom, it forwards it to NM, which initiates the
symptom diagnosis (function analyze_internal).
5.1.1 Symptom Processing by NM
Suppose NM diagnoses symptom rhnp1 ; npm i reported to it
from one of the DMs. NM maps rhnp1 ; npm i into Rhl1 ; lk i in
its FPM, such that rhnp1 ; npm i 2 Rhl1 ; lk i (or np1 2 Dl1 and
npm 2 Dlk ). Then, it splits the failed path into its intradomain
path segments and interdomain links, i.e., into a sequence
lk
rhnp1 ; Ell11;lk i, lhEll11;lk ; Ill12;lk i, rhIll12;lk ; Ell12;lk i; . . . ; lhEll1k1
;lk ; Il1 ;lk i, and
lk
rhIl1 ;lk ; npm i. Possible failures of one or more links within
segments rhnp1 ; Ell11;lk i, rhIll12;lk ; Ell12;lk i; . . . ; rhIll1k;lk ; npm i are then
reported as symptoms s1 ; s2 ; . . . ; sk to DMl1 ; DMl2 ; . . . ; DMlk ,
respectively. Since high uncertainty is associated with these
symptoms, the NM needs to calculate the probability with
which the symptoms should be considered spurious by
DMs. Note that, in the FPM of DMlj , all causes of
symptom sj reported by NM that are not located in Dlj
are represented by a P~-node that is attached to node sj . Let
us label this node P~ðsj Þ. Thus, the NM needs to calculate the
prior probability pðP~ðsj ÞÞ that should be associated with
P~ðsj Þ in the FPM of DMi . Suppose that sj corresponds to
rhnr ; nt i. Then, the probability that sj is spurious is obtained
as follows (recall that underlined font represents functions
that are different depending on the probabilistic inference
mechanism used as a basis of the algorithm):

ps ðrhnt nr iÞ ¼

Y
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P robf:P g;

P IPðrhnt ;nr iÞ

IPðrhnt ; nr iÞ ¼
8
fP hnr ; nt i; P h; nt ; i; P hnr ; ig
>
>
>
>
>
if nr and nt are ingress and
>
<
egress gateways
>
>
>
> fP h; nt ig if nr is an ingress gateway
>
>
:
fP hnr ; ig if nt is an egress gateway:

ð1Þ

After calculating ps ðsj Þ, NM delegates the diagnosis of sj
to DMlj , for j ¼ 1 . . . k, by invoking analyze_external. To limit
duplicate delegations of the same symptom to DMlj , NM
marks nodes as either UNOBSERVED or OBSERVED_INTERNAL. While analyzing rhnp1 ; npm i, when rhl1 ; lk i is marked
OBSERVED_INTERNAL, the NM does not delegate symptoms to DMlj s for j ¼ 2 . . . k  1. It does, however, delegate
the analysis to DMl1 and DMlk , since paths represented by
rhl1 ; lk i differ in their segments located in Dl1 and Dlk .
When DMs complete the analysis of symptoms that have
been delegated to them by NM, they return the values of
corresponding pðPlj1 ;lk Þs, where Plj1 ;lk is the P -node representing Dj that is connected to rhl1 ; lk i in the FPM of NM. Then,
the NM updates its FPM and incorporates the changed
values of pðPlj1 ;lk Þs in its state of fault localization. Finally,
NM analyzes rhl1 ; lk i using the inference mechanism of NM
(function inference).

5.1.2 Symptom Processing by DM
DMi may start the processing of symptom rhnp1 ; npm i as a
result of two events: 1) it may observe a failure of path
rhnp1 ; npm i, whose nodes all belong to Di , or 2) the symptom
may be delegated to DMi by NM. In the former case,
rhnp1 ; npm i is an internal symptom; in the latter case, it is
called an external symptom. Internal symptoms are considered more significant, since they cannot be explained by
faults located outside DMi . However, in the absence of
internal symptoms, the external ones help the DMi make
correct diagnoses. To distinguish between different observations of the same symptom, DMi marks symptom nodes as
either UNOBSERVED, OBSERVED_INTERNAL, or OBSERVED_
EXTERNAL when they are not processed, processed as a
result of internal observation, or processed as a result of a
delegation by NM, respectively.
Internal symptoms are processed by function analyze_
internal. First, the association between the observed symptom and its P~-node (if one exists) is removed, as the
symptom can no longer be explained by external causes.
Then, a probabilistic inference mechanism chosen for this
DM is used to analyze the symptom.
The processing of external symptoms is done by function
analyze_external. Assume that rhnp1 ; npm i has been delegated
to DMi as a result of a failure of an end-to-end path between
domains Dl and Dk . DMi also receives two parameters from
i
i
and ps . Recall that Pl;k
is a description of a P -node
NM: Pl;k
that represents Di and is connected to node rhl; ki in the
FPM of NM, and ps is the probability with which rhnp1 ; npm i
should be considered spurious by DMi . Recall also that, for
each P -node that represents DMi , the FPM of NM, there is a
corresponding P~-node in the FPM of DMi . Let us denote by
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i
the P~-node in the FPM of DMi that corresponds to
P~l;k
i
P -node Pl;k
in the FPM of NM. At the beginning of function
i
analyze_external, P~l;k
must be connected to rhnp1 ; npm i if this
has not been done before, and it must be labeled with the
prior failure probability of ps .
If the symptom has been previously analyzed, DMi takes
i
Þ.
no further action and returns the stored value of pðPl;k
Otherwise, a probabilistic reasoning mechanism is used to
analyze rhnp1 ; npm i and rhnp1 ; npm i is marked as OBSERVED_
i
EXTERNAL. Finally, pðPl;k
Þ is calculated as follows:
(
0
S il;k ¼ ;
i
ð2Þ
Þ ¼ Q i belðs Þ otherwise;
pðPl;k
i
si 2S l;k

i
S il;k ¼ frhnr ; nt ijrhnr ; nt i is connected to P~l;k

and rhnr ; nt i is not UNOBSERVEDg;
8
< 1 if sQ
i is OBSERVED INTERNAL
belðsi Þ ¼ 1  fj 2F ð1  pðsi jfj ÞP robffj gÞ
:
otherwise:
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mark rhnp1 ; npm i as OBSERVED_INTERNAL
inferenceðrhnp1 ; npm iÞ
END

NM: FUNCTION analyze_internalðrhnp1 ; npm iÞ
map rhnp1 ; npm i to Rhl1 ; lk i such that
rhnp1 ; npm i 2 Rhl1 ; lk i
transform rhnp1 ; npm i into rhnp1 ; Ell11;lk i, lhEll11;lk ; Ill12;lk i,
lk
lk
rhIll12;lk ; Ell12;lk i; . . . ; lhEll1k1
;lk ; Il1 ;lk i, rhIl1 ;lk ; npm i
determine proxy nodes connected to rhl1 ; lk i:
Pll11;lk ¼ P h; Ell11;lk i; Pll12;lk ¼ P hIll12;lk ; Ell12;lk i; . . . ,
Pll1k;lk ¼ P hIll1k;lk ; i
set s1 ¼ rhnp1 ; Ell11;lk i, s2 ¼ rhIll12;lk ; Ell12;lk i; . . . ,
sk ¼ rhIll1k;lk ; npm i
FOR 1  j  k DO
IF rhl1 ; lk i is marked UNOBSERVED OR j ¼ 1 OR j ¼ k

ð3Þ

THEN
l

5.2 Fault Selection Phase
Fault selection phase is a cooperative process initiated by
NM, which first obtains from DMs the prior failure
probabilities associated with proxy nodes in its FPM, and
then calculates spurious symptom probabilities that are
assigned to proxy nodes in the FPMs of DMs.
Afterward, DMs and NM can proceed independently of
one another to update their fault localization states and
choose the most likely hypothesis.
Algorithm MDA: Multidomain algorithm
Initialization:
i
i
DO pðPl;k
Þ ¼ 0 DONE
NM: FOR every Pl;k
Symptom analysis phase:
DMi : FOR every observed symptom rhnp1 ;npm i DO
IF dðnp1 Þ ¼ i AND dðnpm Þ ¼ i THEN
analyze_internalðrhnp1 ; npm iÞ
ELSE NM! analyze_internalðrhnp1 ; npm iÞ
DONE

NM: FOR every observed symptom rhnp1 ;npm i DO
analyze_internalðrhnp1 ; npm iÞ DONE
DMi : FUNCTION analyze_internalðrhnp1 ; npm iÞ
IF rhnp1 ; npm i is not marked OBSERVED_INTERNAL THEN
remove association between rhnp1 ; npm i and any P~-nodes

l

pðPl1j;lk Þ ¼ DMlj ! analyze_external(sj , Pl1j;lk , ps ðsj Þ)

ð4Þ

i
Þ expresses the probability that
Intuitively, function pðPl;k
i
all failures of intra-Di path segments represented by Pl;k
in
the FPM of NM that have been reported by NM can be
explained by DMi . Clearly, if a failure reported by NM has
also been observed by DMi as an internal symptom, then
the probability that it was caused in Di is 1. Otherwise, DMi
needs to calculate the probability that a failure reported by
NM but not observed as an internal symptom was caused
by one or more faults in Di . Fault probabilities used in this
case are obtained based on symptom diagnosis performed
by DMi up to this point. When no symptoms have been
i
reported to DMi , function pðPl;k
Þ is 0.
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DONE
IF rhl1 ; lk i is not marked OBSERVED_INTERNAL THEN

update model
mark rhl1 ; lk i as OBSERVED_INTERNAL
inferenceðrhl1 ; lk iÞ
END
i
DMi : FUNCTION analyze_externalðsr ; Pl;k
; ps Þ
i
~
set pðPl;k Þ ¼ ps
i
IF sr is not marked UNOBSERVED THEN return pðPl;k
Þ
ELSE update model, run inferenceðsr Þ, AND RETURN
i
pðPl;k
Þ

END

Fault selection phase:
i
i
DO obtain pðPl;k
Þ from DMi AND update
NM: FOR every Pl;k
model
i
i
FOR every Pl;k
DO send P robf:Pl;k
g to DMi
FOR every DMi DO obtain the most likely set of faults
from DMi
obtain the most likely set of faults in NM

5.3 Signaling Overhead
The signaling overhead of MDA results from the exchange
of symptoms and probabilities between NM and DMs and
is therefore related to the number of probability values
produced in every phase of the algorithm. In the entire
algorithm, the messaging overhead is OðmaxðjS O j; jN j3 ÞÞ.

6

MULTIDOMAIN FAULT LOCALIZATION USING
BELIEF NETWORKS

In this section, we introduce a refinement of MDA resulting
from adopting belief updating [20] as an inferencing
mechanism. In our previous work [20], we have shown that
the FPM for end-to-end service failure diagnosis can be
interpreted as a belief network [16], in which every node
represents a binary valued random variable. Symptom
observation is represented by assigning 1 to the corresponding belief network node and constitutes a part of evidence. In
this context, the fault localization problem is to find the most
probable assignment of link nodes given the observed
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evidence. In [20], we have proposed a centralized algorithm
(labeled BUA) that uses iterative belief updating as an
inferencing mechanism.
Iterative belief updating, proposed by Pearl [16] for
singly-connected belief networks, utilizes a message-passing schema in which the belief network nodes exchange 
and  messages that encode various conditional probabilities [16]. Belief network node X receives messages  and 
from its children and parents, respectively. Based on these
messages, it calculates new messages  and  that it sends
to its parents and children, respectively. Moreover, node X
calculates function bel : f0; 1g ! ½0; 1, where belðxÞðx 2
f0; 1gÞ represents the probability that X ¼ x given the
observed evidence. The belief-updating algorithm in polytrees starts from an evidence node and propagates the
changed belief along the graph edges by computing  and 
messages. In the application to belief networks with
undirected loops, several such propagations are performed
to enforce the algorithm’s convergence.
In Algorithm BUA, which is based on iterative belief
updating, one traversal of the entire belief network is
performed for every observed symptom. The computational
complexity of the algorithm is bounded by OðjS O j2 jF jÞ [20].
In particular, in the application to the problem of end-to-end
service failure diagnosis, it is bounded by Oðn5 Þ, where n
denotes the number of intermediate network nodes, such as
routers or bridges. Instead of iterative belief updating, one
could consider a more advanced inferencing mechanism
such as the forward/backward and Viterbi algorithms [13].
In this section, we refine MDA for use with the
inferencing mechanism of BUA. We label the resultant
algorithm MD-BUA. The refinement consists in defining
functions inferenceðsi Þ, P robðfj Þ, and P robð:fj Þ.
Using the probabilistic reasoning mechanism of BUA,
i
probability P robf:Pl;k
g used in (1) may be expressed using
i
 messages received by node Pl;k
from its children nodes in
the belief network that constitutes the FPM of NM. Let
i
Pl;ki ðxÞ indicate a product of messages  received by Pl;k
from its children. Using this information, we can derive
i
P robf:Pl;k
g as follows:
i
P robf:Pl;k
g¼

Pl;ki ð0Þ
P il;k ð1Þ

:

Probability P robffi g from (4) is calculated as follows: Let
fi ðxÞ indicate a product of messages  sent to node fi by its
children and  be a normalizing constant. We calculate
P robffi g as follows:
P robffi g ¼ fi ð1Þpðfi Þ:
Function inferenceðsi Þ is the symptom analysis procedure of BUA [20].
We can express the computational complexity of fault
localization performed by NM as OðjN j5 ÞÞ. The computational complexity of fault localization performed by DMi is
OðjDi j5 Þ.

7
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MULTIDOMAIN INCREMENTAL HYPOTHESIS
UPDATING

In this section, we introduce a refinement of MDA, MDIHUA resulting from adopting belief updating [19] as an
inferencing mechanism.
Incremental hypothesis updating [19] (IHU) creates a set of
most likely hypotheses and makes all of them available to a
system administrator on a continuous basis. Each hypothesis is a subset of F that explains all symptoms in S O . We
say that hypothesis hj  F explains symptom si 2 S O if it
contains at least one fault that explains si . After the
ith symptom analysis, the hypotheses are ranked using
belief metric bi . The algorithm proceeds in an event-driven
and incremental fashion. The execution triggered by the
ith symptom, si , creates a set of hypotheses, Hi , each
explaining symptoms s1 through si . Set Hi is created by
updating Hi1 with an explanation of symptom si . After
the ith symptom is processed, belief metric bi represents
the probability that 1) all faults belonging to hj have
occurred and 2) hj explains every observed symptom
sk 2 S O;i ¼ fs1 ; . . . ; si g. The upper bound on the worst case
computational complexity of the resultant algorithm is
OðjS O jjF j2 Þ [19]. In the application to end-to-end service
failure diagnosis in an n-node network, the worst case
computational complexity of IHU is Oðn4 Þ.
Compared to BUA, IHU is equally accurate, but it
proved much more efficient, allowing the isolation of up to
four simultaneous faults in a 100-node network in less than
10 seconds. Using a 10-second fault-localization time as an
admissibility criterion, the admissible network size for
BUA, in a similar scenario, is 35. In addition, while both
algorithms analyze symptoms in an event-driven manner,
IHU is also incremental at any time, offering a complete
solution to the symptoms observed thus far.
i
In the context of the incremental technique, P robf:Pl;k
g
from (1) calculates the conditional probability that faults
i
represented by Pl;k
in the FPM of NM did not occur, given
the observed evidence. This probability may be expressed
as follows:
X
i
P robf:Pl;k
g¼1
bj ðhÞ:
i 2h
h2Hj jPl;k

P robffk g is calculated by summing the belief metric
associated with hypotheses that contain fk .
X
P robffk g ¼
bj ðhÞ:
h2Hj jfk 2h

Function inferenceðsi Þ is a symptom analysis procedure
of IHU [19].
The computational costs incurred by NM in the
symptom analysis phase and fault selection phase are
OðminðjS O jjN j2 ; jN j4 ÞÞ and OðjN j3 Þ, respectively. Therefore, we can express the computational complexity of fault
localization performed by NM as OðjN j4 Þ. The computational costs of the symptom analysis phase and fault
selection phase of DMi are OðminðjS O jjDi j2 ; jDi j4 ÞÞ and
OðjDi j3 Þ. Thus, the computational complexity of fault
localization performed by DMi is OðjDi j4 Þ.
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Fig. 6. Accuracy of MD-BUA in a 10-domain network. (a) Detection rate. (b) False positive rate.

8

SIMULATION STUDY

In this section, we evaluate the performance of MD-BUA
and MD-IHUA through simulation. Our purpose is to
assess the accuracy of both algorithms in a multidomain
communication network. The study uses sets of fault
localization scenarios in which faults and symptoms are
randomly generated based on the conditional probability
distribution that describes nondeterministic causal relationships between faults and symptoms in a real-life system. In
the distribution, for every fault f and symptom s, we set
pðsjfÞ ¼ 0 if the end-to-end service whose failure is
represented by s is not provided using the node-to-node
service whose failure is represented by f. Otherwise,
0 < pðsjfÞ  1.
In this section, we first describe the design of the
simulation experiments and then present and explain the
results of the study.

8.1 Simulation Design
The simulation study presented in this section uses network
topologies similar to those of the Internet. The generation of
random graphs resembling the topology of real-life networks has been a widely studied research area [1], [2], [3],
[6], [9], [15]. Out of several topology generators available,
we choose one based on the Barabasi-Albert power-law
model [3] because its implementation is available in the
public domain and because topologies built based on this
model have been shown to be reasonably representative of
the Internet topology [5]. We use an implementation of the
Barabasi-Albert model provided by the BRITE generator
[14], which is capable of generating hierarchical network
topologies: AS-level and router-level ones.
The simulation model of the study created two-level
hierarchical topologies using N and n to denote the number
of domains and the number of routers in every domain,
respectively. To investigate the impact of network topology,
we use N ¼ 10 and N ¼ 50, and we vary n from 5 to 75.
Typically, we choose a maximum domain size such that the
fault localization time of a single scenario does not exceed
10 s. Our experiments assume that the observation of the
system state is accurate. Clearly, the accuracy of fault
localization may be diminished by lost and spurious
symptoms. In [20], [19], we have shown techniques that
allow us to deal with such noise in symptom data. The same
techniques apply to the multidomain solution.

Using the topology generator, we create a random
network composed of N domains and n nodes in each
domain. We determine routes between any source and
destination using the shortest-path policy for intradomain
routes. We choose interdomain routes such that the
number of visited domains is minimized. Then, we
generate prior failure probabilities for interdomain and
intradomain links, which are uniformly distributed over
the range [0.0001, 0.001]. For each intradomain link l and
path p, we randomly choose the probability that p fails if l
fails from set {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}. For each interdomain path p,
we assume that, if any path segment or link involved in p
fails, then p fails as well. Consequently, in the FPM of NM,
the conditional probabilities are all equal to 1. Furthermore,
we randomly generate a subset of symptoms observable in
every domain to include 50 paths. The observability ratio
for interdomain paths is 2; the observability ratio [20], [19]
is a measure of the system instrumentation degree. By
using it, we recognize that only some failure conditions are
monitored by the management systems. As a result, a
manager can see only a fraction of failures that exist in the
system it manages.
Test scenarios are generated using the same conditional
probability distribution that is used by the managers in
their FPMs. This technique of generating scenarios assumes
that the fault propagation model accurately represents
relationships among faults and symptoms. However, from
our previous studies, we know that the fault localization
techniques considered in this paper are accurate even if the
FPM they are executed on is approximate.
We distinguish three types of experiments: those involving only intradomain link failures, those involving only
interdomain link failures, and those involving both types of
failures. In every study, two performance metrics are
calculated: detection rate, DR, defined as a percentage of
faults occurring in the network which are isolated by the
technique, and false positive rate, FPR, defined as a
percentage of faults reported by the technique that are not
occurring in the network [20], [19].

8.2 Experimental Results
In Figs. 6a and 6b, we show the accuracy of MD-BUA
applied to fault localization in a 10-domain network in
which each domain is composed of up to 70 nodes. Thus,
the entire network consists of up to 700 nodes. Figs. 7a and
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Fig. 7. Accuracy of MD-IHUA in a 10-domain network. (a) Detection rate. (b) False positive rate.

Fig. 8. Average number of faults and symptoms generated in experiment scenarios for a 10-domain network. (a) Average number of simultaneous
faults. (b) Average number of observed symptoms.

7b present the results of the same experiment executed
using MD-IHUA.
The figures compare the accuracy achievable in scenarios
involving only interdomain, only intradomain, and both
types of faults. Clearly, the mixed-failure scenarios are the
most difficult to diagnose since they always involve at least
two concurrent faults and the interpretation of their
symptoms, which may overlap, leads to ambiguity. This
difficulty results in a lower fault-localization accuracy of
mixed-fault scenarios compared to that of other types of
scenarios, which is conspicuous in networks of small size.
Scenarios involving only interdomain symptoms are the
easiest to solve, as the number of suspect faults is usually
small compared to the amount of evidence available even
with the very small observability ratio we have chosen. In
addition, in our two-level setup, NM does not receive any
ambiguous information (from a higher-level manager).
Henceforth, it knows that all symptoms have to be
explained in its domain. Intradomain scenarios are similar
to mixed scenarios because both interdomain and intradomain symptoms may be generated as a result of intradomain faults. Thus, in intradomain scenarios, domain
managers have to deal with the same level of ambiguity
as is the case with mixed-fault scenarios.
To understand the difference among these three types of
experiments, it is useful to compare the numbers of

simultaneous faults and symptoms generated in each
experiment, which are presented in Figs. 8a and 8b. These
figures show that, in interdomain scenarios, the number of
faults existing in the network is small (in most experiments,
only one fault was present) and does not change as the
domain size increases, while the number of symptoms
observed grows fast with the growing domain size. When
the number of observed symptoms is big and the number of
faults to isolate is small, fault localization may be
performed with very high accuracy. Naturally, a big
number of symptoms to diagnose increases the fault
localization time. In intradomain and mixed-fault scenarios,
increasing the domain size also increases the frequency of
multifault scenarios.
Figs. 9a and 9b compare the fault localization times of
MD-BUA and MD-IHUA. The fault localization time is
defined as the time needed to analyze all symptoms
received in the considered fault localization scenario and
to propose the most probable hypothesis. It is measured
under the assumption that each symptom is available to the
fault localization process as soon as the analysis of the
previous symptom has completed. Thus, this measurement
ignores the impact of symptom latencies. As expected, MDIHUA offers a much better performance than MD-BUA,
which is due to its lower computational complexity. The
difference in performance among mixed, intradomain, and
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Fig. 9. Fault localization time in a network composed of 10 domains. (a) MD-BUA. (b) MD-IHUA.

Fig. 10. Accuracy of MD-BUA in a 50-domain network. (a) Detection rate. (b) False positive rate.

Fig. 11. Accuracy of MD-IHUA in a 50-domain network. (a) Detection rate. (b) False positive rate.

interdomain-fault scenarios results from their different
complexities expressed by the number of simultaneous
faults and the number of received symptoms.
We repeat the same set of experiments using networks
composed of 50 domains. The results of the study are
presented in Figs. 10a and 10b for MD-BUA and in Figs. 11a
and 11b for MD-IHUA, respectively. Note that, in the case
of MD-IHUA, we now work with networks composed of as
many as 3,000 nodes. For completeness, we also include
Figs. 12a and 12b, which show the average numbers of
faults and symptoms generated in the considered fault
scenarios. Figs. 13a and 13b compare the fault localization

times of MD-BUA and MD-IHUA. The study performed on
a 50-domain network confirms the results discussed
previously. However, note that, in a bigger network, the
complexity of scenarios is much higher: In a 50-domain
network, our fault localization techniques are required to
accurately diagnose scenarios that involve more than six
simultaneous faults (Fig. 12a) and more than 2,500 symptoms (Fig. 12b).
In Figs. 14a, 14b, and 14c, we present the comparison of
detection rate, false positive rate, and fault localization time
for centralized and multidomain versions of BUA and IHU.
Due to the excessive computation time of centralized
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Fig. 12. Average number of faults and symptoms generated in experiment scenarios for a 50-domain network. (a) Average number of simultaneous
faults. (b) Average number of observed symptoms.

Fig. 13. Fault localization time in a network composed of 50 domains. (a) MD-BUA. (b) MD-IHUA.

Fig. 14. Comparison of centralized and multidomain fault localization. (a) Detection rate. (b) False positive rate. (c) Fault localization time.

algorithms, we had to significantly limit the scope of the
experiments, which were executed in a five-domain network
in which the domain size varied between 5 and 15. The
observability ratios of intradomain and interdomain symptoms were 0.5 and 0.1, respectively. The figures show that
distributed fault localization performed according to the
framework defined by MDA may be as accurate as
centralized fault localization, while offering much better
scalability. In fact, in smaller networks, multidomain fault
localization may be even more accurate than the centralized

one because it takes advantage of the hierarchical composition of network paths. Multidomain fault localization proves
much more efficient than the centralized one, decreasing the
fault localization time by an order of magnitude.

9

CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a multidomain fault localization
approach to end-to-end service failure diagnosis in hierarchically routed networks. This approach divides the
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computational effort and system knowledge involved in
end-to-end service-failure diagnosis among multiple, hierarchically organized managers. Each manager is responsible
for fault localization within the network domain it governs
and reports to a higher-level manager that oversees and
coordinates the fault-localization process of multiple domains. The paper identifies two main difficulties of fault
management in multidomain networks: failure propagation
among domains and a lack of global information about the
system structure and state. To address these challenges, the
paper first proposes an algorithmic framework for the
design of probabilistic hierarchical multidomain fault
localization techniques. It then introduces two refinements
that expand on the centralized algorithms introduced in our
previous work: iterative belief updating [20] and incremental hypothesis updating [19]. The multidomain approach is
shown to provide high accuracy while increasing the
admissible network size by an order of magnitude.
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